
St. Bartholomew’s Primary School - English Knowledge Organiser  
Reading – Year 4 

 

What should I already know?   
 Read many words on the year 3 and 4 list. 

 Listen to and discuss a wide range of text. 

 Use correct vocabulary when discussing texts. 

 Retell familiar stories and summarise main ideas. 

 Ensure text makes sense and understand meaning of new 
words in context. 

 How to discuss words that are interesting and 
imaginative. 

 How to perform poems and playscripts. 

 To retrieve and record information from non-fiction. 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

What should I know by the end of the year? 

Word Reading: 
 How to apply the knowledge of root words, prefixes 

and suffixes and use this to understand new words. 

 To read words fluently and decode unfamiliar words 
with speed and skill. 

 To read all year 3 and 4 words from the word list. 

Comprehension: 
 To try different pronunciations of longer words to 

find the correct one. 

 Discuss and compare texts from different genres and 
writers. 

 To read for a range of purposes. 

 To identify themes and conventions. 

 Authorial style, themes and features in books. 

 to retell books orally and summarise main ideas 

 language, structure and presentation contribute to 
meaning. 

 To ask questions to improve understanding. 

 To draw inferences and make predictions. 

 To discuss and perform different forms of poetry 
and playscript. 

 To be aware of the audience when reading aloud. 

 Use dictionaries to find meanings of unknown words 

Book Band – Sapphire 
 Retell stories (order key points and check for sense) 

 Use the blurb to help choose the books they read. 

 Answer literal and inference questions by referring 
to the text. 

 Predict what might happen next from details stated 
and implied. 

 Discuss words and phrases that capture their 
imagination. 

Book Band – Grey 
 Develop own opinions of characters in a story. 

 Explain a character’s motivations. 

 Understand the use of word plays and puns. 

 Understand figurative and literal language. 

 Make notes when retrieving information. 

 Talk in different voices to represent characters. 

 Have a wider knowledge of narration styles. 

Vocabulary  
Comprehension Understanding and answering 

questions about what has been read. 

Decoding Breaking down a word into different 
phonemes to help read it. 

Deduction Using evidence in the text to support 
an idea. 

Inference Making assumptions about what is 
happening in the text from what you 
already know. 

Prediction Saying what you think might happen 
next or as a result of something. 

Retrieval Finding information from a text. 

Summarise To note the key points of what the 
chapter/text has been about. 

 

Word List – Years 3 and 4 
accident(ally), actual(ly), address, answer, 
appear, arrive, believe, bicycle, breath, breathe, 
build, busy, business, calendar, caught, centre, 
century, certain, circle, complete, consider, 
continue, decide, describe, different, difficult, 
disappear, early, earth, eight, eighth, enough, 
exercise, experience, experiment, extreme, 
famous, favourite, February, forwards(s), fruit, 
grammar, group, guard, guided, heard, heart, 
height, history, imagine, increase, important, 
island, knowledge, learn, length, library, material, 
medicine, mention, minute, natural naughty, 
notice, occasion(ally), often, opposite, ordinary, 
particular, peculiar, perhaps, popular, position, 
possess(ion), possible, potatoes, pressure, 
probably, promise, purpose, quarter, question, 
recent, regular, reign, remember, sentence, 
separate, special, straight, strange, strength, 
suppose, surprise, therefore, though/although, 
thought, through, various, weight, woman, 
women. 

 
 


